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__________
A 25-year fleecing?
Bipartisanship can be golden - but grossly unfair. Congress should
slam the brakes on 401(k)/IRA legislation, rethink retirement
financing policy
Click here to read article

Number of uninsured Americans drops to record low AP/Modern Healthcare
__________

Supreme Court rules not wearing condom against partner's wishes
could lead to sexual assault conviction - CBC
__________
Inflation is helping gig companies like Uber — and hurting their
workers - WaPost
Gig work rebounds but some gig workers struggle with inflation - Marketplace
__________
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The US economy is splitting in 2 - Business Insider
"In June, 61% of Americans were living paycheck to paycheck, per
a LendingClub report, — a number that's ticked up in recent months as average
savings have fallen. While most borrowers remain well-positioned to make
payments, this is becoming much more challenging for lower-income households
than those making more than $50,000 annually, per data from the New York
Fed.
"Wealthier Americans seem to be doing just fine. While inflation is a nuisance,
many have enough savings built up to continue spending, and given
the unemployment rate remains low, most can rely on a steady source of
income."
_____

Economic inequality has deepened during the pandemic. That
doesn’t mean it can’t be fixed - World Economic Forum
__________

Sinema among top private equity cash recipients as she removed
billionaire tax loophole from Manchin bill - Fox
"The carried interest tax provision was removed from the Inflation Reduction
Act as part of her approval of the bill."

A tax loophole made fund managers rich. Closing it may help pay for
the climate bill - NPR
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__________

What to read to understand the history of Western capitalism - The
Economist
"Our senior economics writer picks three books and two papers."
__________

"One kind of happiness is to survive a storm at sea, and reach the shore in
safety. Another is to triumph over hardship. Another is surpassing other people,
moving up in wealth and strength and power. Or one can hope; there are so many
hopes. Some human hopes succeed and others fail. But a truly happy life is
happiness day by day."
- Chorus of maenads, "Bacchae" - Euripides
__________

Sunday, August 7, 2022
__________

"This is what the Sovereign LORD is saying: 'I will send my four worst
punishments on Jerusalem--war, famine, wild animals, and disease--to destroy
people and animals alike..."
- Ezekiel 14:21/Goodnews Translation
_____
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_____

The IRA and the four horsemen of the climate apocalypse - Michael
Roberts Blog
Also see:

"Why our grandchildren will being moving back from the ocean and heading
north."
__________

Nuclear threats are increasing – here's how the US should prepare
for a nuclear event - The Conversation
__________
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'Constant control': Russian penal colonies are leftovers from
infamous Soviet-era gulags - UPI
Brittney Griner may go to a Russian penal colony. Here’s what you need to
know. - WaPost
__________

Housing affordability plunges to lowest level since 2006. The
property market’s ‘great slowdown’ is here, Bank of America says MarketWatch
__________

Modern Monetary Theory and Inflation - Axios
Modern monetary theory isn't particularly modern. Check out the writings of
Richard Cantillon and Adam Smith. Both noted that an increase in the supply of
money tends to drive up prices. Without the advantage of a central bank and the
ability to print money, Spain spurred higher inflation by injecting large
quantities of silver and gold mined in its colonies into the European economy
over a period spanning the 15th-17th centuries. See:

The Spanish Price Revolution
__________

Life After Roe: Supporting Women and Families Facing
Unexpected Pregnancies - AEI
"For many women, unexpected pregnancy is accompanied by financial hardship,
health issues, substance use disorders, housing needs, and other challenges. To
help these women, states should review benefit and service strategies to help
ensure women have the support they need for healthy pregnancies and babies,
whether they live in states that allow abortion or ones that seek to restrict it."
Makes sense. But will Conservative lawmakers follow through on the good
intentions of a Conservative think tank?
__________
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Lack of Awareness and Confusion over Eligibility Prevented Some
Families from Getting Child Tax Credit Payments - Urban
__________

The U.S. made a breakthrough battery discovery — then
gave the technology to China - NPR
This story reveals 3 areas of US incompetence: the government sector, the
financial sector, and the manufacturing sector. Confederacy of dunces?
__________

RENTAL DESERTS PERPETUATE SOCIOECONOMIC AND
RACIAL SEGREGATION - Harvard JCHS
__________

US DEPARTMENT OF LABOR RECOVERS $608K IN WAGES,
LIQUIDATED DAMAGES AFTER MOUNTAIN MIKE’S PIZZA
RESTAURANTS’ FRANCHISEE DENIED EMPLOYEES OVERTIME
JUDGE ORDERS CONCESSIONS OPERATOR THAT SHORTCHANGED
TEMPORARY WORKERS WITH H-2B VISAS TO PAY $203K IN BACK
WAGES, PENALTIES - US DOL
__________

The state of the residential long-term care industry - EPI
"A comprehensive look at employment levels, demographics, wages, benefits,
and poverty rates of workers in the industry"
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Even though their work involves contact with elders most vulnerable to Covid, a
large percentage of personal care workers do not receive paid sick days. Wonder
if their managers and company execs do?rs and co execs do?
__________

Why the Old Elite Spend So Much Time at Work - Atlantic
"In practically every field of human endeavor, the average age of achievement
and power is rising."
Richer Americans are living longer. The poorer, not so much. See:

A Widening Gap in Life Expectancy Makes Raising Social
Security’s Retirement Age a Particularly Bad Deal for Low-Wage
Earners - Karl Polzer/Society of Actuaries
__________

Embryos can now earn tax filers dependent exemptions on Georgia state tax
returns
Dear Congress: Could inclusion of embryos gain some R votes in support of
continuing the expanded child tax credit? (Have a heart!)
__________

US Senate Passes Bill to Help Veterans Exposed to Toxic Burn Pits VOA News
__________
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Seven key takeaways from Chetty’s new research on
friendship and economic mobility - Brookings
Social capital I: measurement and associations with economic mobility - nature
Social capital II: determinants of economic connectedness - nature
For all its numeric brilliance, Chetty and colleagues' work poses major research
design issues. These include: 1) imprecisely defined variables (friendship, eg), 2)
implied causation ("determinants", "predictors", eg) for what are statistical
associations, 3) assumption that geographical characteristics remain constant
over extended time periods (eg, is Detroit of the 1980s socially different from
Detroit of the 2020s?)...Science or metaphor?
The tires of resulting policy recommendations also need some
serious kicking. Eg, even if moving to areas with more inclusive social activity
might benefit some of the economically disadvantaged, what happens to the
communities whose most ambitious have vacated? Would the country as a whole
be better off? Should the government invest in subsidzing migration that might
occur on its own? ... BTW, did the armed services provide a mechanism to
expand social mixing, especially when there was a draft?
_____

Why the American Dream is more attainable in some cities than others - NPR
Just what is "the American Dream"? Attaining higher relative wealth and
social status (getting ahead)? Greater degree of freedom to choose life activities
and exercise power? Reaching the middle class? Economic security? Ability to
pay for necessities of life? Ability to pass along any or all of the above to one's
children and future generations?
__________

Blots on a field? - Science
"A neuroscience image sleuth finds signs of fabrication in scores of Alzheimer’s
articles, threatening a reigning theory of the disease."
__________

Nick Brown Smelled Bull - Pocket Worthy
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"A plucky amateur dared to question a celebrated psychological finding. He
wound up blowing the whole theory wide open."
---- “Is it really true that no one saw through this,” he asks, “in an article that was cited 350
times, in a field which touts itself as being so scientific?”
In posing this question to psychologists with relevant expertise, a partial picture begins to
emerge.
Some said they weren’t informed on the issue, and couldn’t comment. Others said they
knew about the 2005 paper and had cited it, but with qualifications. “My opinion of the
paper has always been that it was a metaphor, disguised as modeling,” said David Pincus, a
psychologist at Chapman University who specializes in the application of chaos theory to
psychology.
__________

Atlanta's image challenged by facts of 1906 race massacre AP
__________

Opinion: The Kentucky flooding is horrific. So is some Democrats’
lack of sympathy. - WaPost
"If the choice is between party or people, I’ll choose to stand by my people every
time. Although flooding on this scale is unprecedented, the people of eastern
Kentucky and Appalachia are resilient, and we will continue living here and
celebrating our shared culture, even when we don’t share each other’s politics."
Though Ds elevate select demographic and ethnic groups for special
consideration, they are just as responsible as Rs in perpetuating policies that
continue concentrating wealth and create a swelling multi-colored underclass
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with less freedom to control their lives and advance their economic
status. Having voted Dem in most elections, at this point, if pushed, I would
classfy my political affiliation as 12% Dem, 8% Rep, and 80% "screw both
parties."
__________

Bill Russell's Daughter Account of Racism He Faced Resurfaces - Newsweek
__________
Carbon Capture Won’t Work, But It Will Funnel Billions to Corporations truthout
___________

Chuck Schumer again has punted on antitrust reform, a scant five years after
declaring it to be a Democratic Party priority - Axios
_____

How Public Real Estate Investment Trusts Extract Wealth
from Nursing Homes and Hospitals - Institute for New
Economic Thinking
"In sum, this working paper suggests that scholars and policy makers need to
take a much closer look at REIT activities. "Their profits and executive
compensation have been extraordinary in recent years, with little discomfort
caused by the COVID pandemic. Their financial transactions offer little or no
transparency, and taxpayers deserve a clear assessment of how much they are
subsidizing yet another asset class that may be contributing to greater inequality
in the US economy."
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Instead of "trust busting," U.S. tax law is subsidizing growing concentrations of
financial wealth layered over real estate, a "natural" source of monopoly rent
resulting from owning the finite resource of land.
__________

Bank of America Memo, Revealed: “We Hope” Conditions for American
Workers Will Get Worse - The Intercept
"The financial behemoth privately fears that regular people have too much
leverage..."
"The memo is an uncanny demonstration that the economist Adam Smith was right when
he described the politics of inflation in his famed 1776 work, “The Wealth of Nations.”
"“High profits tend much more to raise the price of work than high wages,” Smith argued.
“Our merchants and master-manufacturers complain much of the bad effects of high
wages in raising the price. … They say nothing concerning the bad effects of high profits.
They are silent with regard to the pernicious effects of their own gains. They complain only
of those of other people.”
"Thus, exactly as Smith would have predicted, Bank of America complains loudly about
the bad effects of high wages in raising prices, but appears to be silent about the
pernicious effects of high profits."
__________
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How Much Do You Need to Earn to Afford a Modest Apartment in
Your State?
HOUSING IS UNAFFORDABLE FOR LOW-WAGE WORKERS - National
Low Income Housing Coalition
Rents Are Out of Reach for Minimum-Wage Workers Toiling 40 Hours a Week Bloomberg
"Even while California and other states across the country have raised minimum
wages, 'The cost of housing continues to far outpace income growth,' said
Representative Maxine Waters, a Democrat from California and the
Chairwoman of the US House Committee on Financial Services. 'It is
unconscionable for this country, with the resources that it has, to ignore the
housing crisis in America.'”
_____

Rents in US Rise at Fastest Pace Since 1986, Buoying Inflation - Bloomberg
_____

Tenants feel the pinch of fast-rising rents in Baltimore and elsewhere Baltimore Sun
As inflation rips through the Seattle area, here’s how 6 residents are coping Seattle Times
High housing costs pressure military families - Washington Examiner
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"Inflation has not only placed more pressure on military families to pay for
higher housing and rental prices, but also has made it harder for military
families to be eligible for government assistance programs like the Supplemental
Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP)."
__________

1st Trader Joe’s union approved at Massachusetts store - AP
“We are prepared to immediately begin discussions with union representatives for the
employees at this store to negotiate a contract,” the statement from Nakia Rohde said. “We
are willing to use any current union contract for a multi-state grocery company with stores
in the area, selected by the union representatives, as a template to negotiate a new structure
for the employees in this store; including pay, retirement, healthcare, and working
conditions such as scheduling and job flexibility.”
_____

Trader Joe’s workers vote to unionize for the first time - WaPost
"Less than a week before workers began voting in Hadley, Trader Joe’s announced in an
internal memo that it was increasing benefits nationwide. The company said it was raising
Sunday and holiday pay by $10 an hour, as well as the rate of accrual for paid time off. It
said it would give out raises to employees with more tenure at the company to increase pay
equity across the company."
_____

Atlanta EMS Unionize to Push Back against Understaffing – Black Amazon
Workers Received Death Threats – N.C. Chick-fil-A Tried to Pay Workers in
Chicken - Payday Report
_____

Will the message sent by Amazon workers turn into a movement? - Harvard
Gazette
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Labor unions in the United States - Wikipedia
The History of Unions in the United States - Investopedia
__________

Sunday, July 31, 2022
__________

"Behold, the wages of the laborers who mowed your fields, which you kept back
by fraud, are crying out against you, and the cries of the harvesters have reached
the ears of the Lord of hosts. You have lived on the earth in luxury and in selfindulgence. You have fattened your hearts in a day of slaughter." - James 5
__________

The big picture on wealth, income, ecological, and gender inequality
looks bad - IMF
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__________

On import substitution, Fukuyama, eternal growth and more - B. Milanovik
Q&A with AEI's J. Pethokoukis
__________

Democrats Call for More Tax Code Changes Beyond the SchumerManchin Bill - Newsweek
Democrats do better at urging progressive taxation than progressive
spending. Much of the spending in the Build Back Better bill was directed at
high-income professionals - an important constituency for the
party. Examples? Proposals for free college, cancellation of college debt, and
free child care direct excessive spending to people who don't need financial
help. BTW, the less progressive a subsidy, the more potential to spur price
inflation.
See:

"White House’s promised childcare subsidies face a host of ‘devils in the
details’" - Karl Polzer, Center on Capital & Social Equity
__________
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The Underground Economy of Unpaid Care - yesmagazine
"While the work of unpaid caregivers is deeply undervalued, paid home care
workers struggle too. Roughly 2 million people make up the home care
workforce, which is 86% women, 60% people of color, and 14% immigrants.
According to the National Domestic Workers Alliance, nearly 20% of these
workers live in poverty, with an average hourly wage of $12.12 and annual
earnings of $17,200."
_____

Remember:
Total national work = (paid work) + (unpaid work)
Total paid work = (work below living wage) + (work that can pay the bills)
__________

Therapists Flee Kaiser as Mental Health Patients Languish - Capital & Main
"With the health giant again under scrutiny by California regulators for alleged
denial of care, many therapists are leaving for private practice."
Same is happening in Kaiser's DC/MD/VA region which is now allowing patients
to use outside psychiatrists. KP is still working on how non-panel psychiatrists
coordinate with its pharmacy to prescribe pills and injections. It's as if the giant
HMO has been forced to re-invent the 1980's style PPO to relieve swamped
psych nurses.
Note: Kaiser is an important option -- sometimes the only affordable one -- for
low- and middle-income families.
__________
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What You Need To Know About The Manchin-Schumer Climate and Tax
Compromise - TPC
•
•
•
•

Leaves out expansion of child tax credit to more low-income families.
Extends increased subsides for health insurance policies purchased
through ACA health exchanges and lowers Medicare drug costs.
Looks to curtail tax dodge for wall street traders.
Includes a $7,500 tax credit for low- and middle-income purchasers of
electric and other alternative fuel vehicles.
__________

A Conversation with Sen. Mitt Romney (R-UT): The Future
of Conservative Family Policy - AEI
Sen. Romney explained his plan to expand the child tax credit yesterday at
AEI. He said Republican sponsors of the legislation are looking for Democrats to
join them and open to negotiation.
_____

Romney Child Tax Credit Proposal Is Step Forward But Falls Short, Targets
Low-Income Families to Pay for It - CBPP
__________

Faceblocked - Matt Stoller/BIG

"Finally antitrust enforcers act against a big tech merger. The Federal Trade
Commission filed suit to stop Facebook from buying a popular VR app maker
and thus dominating the virtual reality space."
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"...the merger challenge is part of a historic revival of antitrust and competition policy, and
that resurrection is finally beginning to have impacts on market participants. Today, the
Spirit-Frontier airline merger proposal fell apart, in part because of heightened scrutiny
over mergers from the Department of Justice Antitrust Division. Amazon, similarly due to
regulatory pressure, is rolling back some of its private label products that compete with its
third party sellers. Yesterday, enforcers from different parts of government actually dealt
with corrosive practices in the poultry industry, which is the first time that has happened in
decades. Today, Rohit Chopra at the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau publicly
warned Apple about getting too far into the payments system. Gary Gensler at the
Securities and Exchange Commission is finally cracking down on the crypto space by going
after insider trading at Coinbase."
__________

Monopoly in Medication E-Prescribing?? Little-known Surescripts
Explained. - Dr. Eric Bricker (5:22)
__________

FACING EVICTION - FRONTLINE
"Why have some American families struggled to keep their homes during the
COVID pandemic, despite a federal ban on evictions? With Retro Report, the
documentary Facing Eviction offers an intimate look at the United States’
affordable housing crisis through the eyes of tenants, landlords, judges and law
enforcement."
_____

Families With Children at Increased Risk of Eviction, With Renters of Color
Facing Greatest Hardship - CBPP
"Families with children have been consistently more likely throughout the
COVID-19 pandemic to fall behind on rent compared to renters without children
in their household. On average, 21 percent of renters living with children
reported being in a household behind on rent from early August to late
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September, compared to 12 percent of renters without children in their
household."
__________

Further evidence that Democrats have become the party of the rich Washington Examiner
True, but...While both parties vibrantly represent segments of the upper-middle
class and wealthy, neither does much for almost half the working population,
which has almost no net assets and low wages. To represent the working class,
R's need to fight for better wages, paid sick days, affordable health care coverage
and fair tax subsidies.
Senate Dem leaders just made a spending deal that leaves out extension of
changes to the child tax credit that lifted millions out of poverty. Subsidies once
again will flow mainly to the better off. Legislation that now gains bipartisan
support, like the 401(k)/IRA financing bills and business subsidies, distribute
more $$ to people at the top.
__________

'It is not recognizable'| Trump attacks DC for homeless tent
cities, litter, violent crime - WJLA
"Trump estimated there are hundreds of thousands, if not millions of people,
who are currently living on city streets nationwide. He proposed creating more
permanent tent cities on the outskirts of large metropolitan areas to make
downtown districts from Seattle to Los Angeles to New York City 'clean, safe,
and beautiful again.'"
Tent cities would be better than sleeping on the streets. So why didn't Trump
take the initiative on the homeless when he was president? There were just as
many in the nation's capital then.
Here's what we suggested -- admittedly tongue-in-cheek -- to the White House
and Congress in 2019:

How Golf Clubs Can Help the Homeless and Make More Money - Karl Polzer
__________
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Opinion | Bret Stephens: I Was Wrong About Trump Voters - NYT
"When I looked at Trump, I saw a bigoted blowhard making one ignorant
argument after another. What Trump’s supporters saw was a candidate whose
entire being was a proudly raised middle finger at a self-satisfied elite that had
produced a failing status quo.
"I was blind to this. Though I had spent the years of Barack Obama’s presidency
denouncing his policies, my objections were more abstract than personal. I
belonged to a social class that my friend Peggy Noonan called “the protected.”
My family lived in a safe and pleasant neighborhood. Our kids went to an
excellent public school. I was well paid, fully insured, insulated against life’s
harsh edges.
"Trump’s appeal, according to Noonan, was largely to people she called 'the
unprotected.' Their neighborhoods weren’t so safe and pleasant. Their schools
weren’t so excellent. Their livelihoods weren’t so secure. Their experience of
America was often one of cultural and economic decline, sometimes felt in the
most personal of ways.
"It was an experience compounded by the insult of being treated as losers and
racists —clinging, in Obama’s notorious 2008 phrase, to 'guns or religion or
antipathy toward people who aren’t like them.'
"No wonder they were angry."
Comment: Ya think? Have been telling D's this since Trump first ran for
president. The party has become the champion of the upper-middle class and
professionals and left the working class behind. Meanwhile, R's deliver little
economic benefit to low-income workers. But at least they know better than to
call them a "basket of deplorables."
__________
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Elizabeth Warren beckons the Fed to punish the working class with more
inflation - Washington Examiner
"It’s not a coincidence that the past decade of near-zero interest rates, a risk
chosen by the Fed despite the longest bull market in history, coincided with the
largest transfer of wealth to the wealthy in modern history. Warren is right that
Powell is faced with a binary choice: a bad recession now or an even worse one
later. Her attempted reality check, however, is nothing more than a progressive
fantasy."
The Fed, as well as elected officials, should pay much more heed to the
distributional impacts of monetary and fiscal policies to combat inflation, which
hits low-income people the hardest. Meanwhile, unlike the writer above, some
convervatives are trying to blame government programs benefiting the poor for
causing high inflation. (See comments above on rolling back expansion of the
child tax credit to include low-income people.)
__________

Growing Apart: Declining Within- and Across-Village Risk Sharing in Rural
China - VoxChina
__________

Opinion: At Starbucks and beyond, American workers are
standing up for themselves - WaPost
Some unions are more equal than others. And less corrupt.
__________
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Day 1 of the UAW Constitutional Convention: Direct election rules and
campaigns take shape - Detroit News
"The convention comes at a precarious times for the union. It's emerging from a
years-long corruption scandal during which labor leaders, including two UAW
presidents, pocketed bribes, embezzled money and broke labor laws."
United Auto Workers convention breaks tradition at key time in union's history Michigan Radio
Ex-UAW execs convicted of corruption get out of prison early - AP
_____

Unifor corruption scandal deepens in run-up to convention of Canada’s largest
industrial union - WSWS
__________

Pope Francis issues an historic apology for 'devastating'
school abuses in Canada - NPR
Elsewhere in the Kingdom...
__________

Wealth redistribution?

Brooklyn bishop robbed at gunpoint in the middle of church service - ABC7
Lord, have mercy. Something not quite right here. Is this in the Plan?
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__________

Paul Pelosi’s questionable Wall Street windfall spurs bipartisan calls for stock
trading ban - The Hill
_____
Ex-US congressman among 9 charged in insider trading cases - AP

__________

Low-income households on losing end of inflation fight Center for Public Integrity
"Inflation hurts poor households the most, but the way the Federal Reserve
fights it hurts them, too."
"...'Petrou thinks the Federal Reserve needs better data in its analyses to capture
the reality of wealth and income distribution among U.S. households. She also
recommends “automatic stabilizers,” protective measures for lower- and
moderate-income households that will instantly go into effect in an economic
downturn.
"'These measures include overdraft protections in banks and small-dollar loans
to lower-income families from the government to get through an economic
crisis.'"
_____
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Matt Davies - Newsday
_____

The Fed’s Anything-We-Can-Think-Of Monetary Policy Isn’t Working Karen Petrou/BARRON'S
"Fixing what’s broken in Fed policy making starts with meaningful data and useful
models. To know what it’s doing, a central bank must base its conclusions about growth on
“distributional” indicators, in other words, those that reflect actual income and wealth
holdings for different households and the economic power they wield. These indicators
convey how households are likely to behave under different interest rates, Fed-portfolio
levels, and economic or financial stress. These data and models cannot rely on aggregate
GDP and should judge employment by looking at labor force participation and inflationadjusted wages and understand price stability through the lens of what it really costs the
majority of households to make ends meet."
__________

Recession warning: Some Americans are having trouble paying bills - CNN
"Wealthier consumers aren't necessarily tightening their belts"
__________
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The Adventures of Money - Jonathan Levy/Project
Syndicate
"...obsessive worrying over the dollar’s future looks misplaced. The real question
is how to design a global monetary world of multiple and complimentary
currencies that will work to the benefit of everyone. The task is both technical
and economic as well as normative and political. It is one that requires a deep
understanding of both history and political philosophy. Contemporary
policymakers and anyone else interested in the future of money would do well to
read these two very different but equally essential books."
__________

Sunday, July 24, 2022
__________

So, What Does Jesus Say about Wealth Concentration and Inequality? - essay
__________

Corporations are willing to pay a tax penalty for high executive compensation.
- TPC/WSJ
___________

Europe: caught in a trap - Michael Roberts Blog
__________
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China’s youth unemployment rate climbs to record high - WSWS
__________

The job market is beginning to show cracks - WaPost
"Job growth is slowing, vacancies are down and unemployment claims are
ticking up."
__________

The long-term economic scars of job displacements - Brookings
__________
This is how much you need to earn to be middle class in Georgia - Atlanta
Journal-Constitution
__________

Marx Brothers score big in "Horsefeathers" (1932)

Georgia rewards Kirby Smart after national title with new deal making him
top-paid coach - Athens Banner-Herald
In college sports -- as in the broader ecosystem of America’s blend of capitalism
and socialism -- leverage can be very profitable. Winning football coaches now sit
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at the top of the public university food chain. They are emblems of both
American economic opportunity and inequality.
In the afterglow of winning the national college football championship, a
university owned and operated by the state of Georgia just awarded coach Kirby
Smart a contract paying him $10.25 million in the first year and increasing
to $12.25 by the 2031 season, making the total package worth $112.5 million
before bonuses.
The coach is the highest paid public employee in a state that pays its governor
$175,000 and legislators about $17,000 a year. While the university often
provides elected officials with free football tickets, Georgia's political
establishment has been accused of shortchanging the state's K-12 education
system.
According to the Atlanta Journal-Constitution, Georgia recently was rated
as one the worst states for educational attainment and educational quality. The
Peach State was also ranked in the bottom 10 states in which to raise a family,
based on five categories: family fun, health and safety, education and child care,
affordability, and socioeconomics.
__________

Renters in Arkansas and Nebraska Face Eviction After Governors Refuse
Federal Rental Assistance - Intercept
"The Republican governors claimed tenants no longer need aid to cover back
rent accrued during the pandemic. But requests for funds remain high as
residents struggle to stay housed."
__________

Something's not right in the park

Repressing the homeless in the Halifax region - spring
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"On September 29, 2021, in the wake of the shelter siege, the city publicly
announced the purchase of 73 modular units. City councilors stated that these
units would be available for unhoused residents to move in within a matter of
weeks. However, upon arriving in Halifax the units were found to be badly
dilapidated and uninhabitable."
__________

The Senate’s Semiconductor Spending Trick - WSJ
"America’s bipartisan political class at work."
"Are Republican Senators conniving spendthrifts or babes in the Beltway? We lean toward
the former after watching a $76 billion semiconductor subsidy bill morph within minutes
on Tuesday night into a $250 billion bipartisan spendarama. The Senate voted 64-34 to
begin debate on its
Chips bill, a corporate-welfare vehicle providing $52 billion in grants and $24 billion in tax
credits to the profitable semiconductor industry. But it turns out that bill was merely the
bad news. The really bad news is that Majority Leader Chuck Schumer quickly filed a
1,054-page bipartisan
amendment to pour more than twice that amount of money into federal agencies."
__________

TANF Can Be a Critical Tool to Address Family Housing Instability and
Homelessness - CBPP
Contrast the Congress' bipartisan thrift on spending to help the lowest-income
to its enthusiasm to fund corporate and federal agency interests described in the
WSJ editorial above.
__________
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Affordability Gaps Widened for Renters in the First Year of the Pandemic Harvard JCHS
__________

Child Tax Credit: Parents miss the money for their children as inflation rises
- yahoo!money
__________
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__________

Virginia Medicaid Expansion: New Members Report Reduced
Financial Concerns During The COVID-19 Pandemic HealthAffairs
"We add to the evidence that Medicaid expansion is a social safety-net policy
that could improve equity among low-income families, potentially encouraging
states that have yet to expand to do so."
__________

The great realignment - Axios
"Republicans are becoming more working class and a little more multiracial.
Democrats are becoming more elite and a little more white...The GOP is trading
soccer moms for Walmart dads."
The working class sees a D agenda prioritizing transfer of $$ from "the rich" to
well-off professionals and that the party doesn't fight for them. But R's, so far,
have done little for workers on economic issues. At some point, pols may have to
move beyond cultural hot buttons and deliver on issues like wages, paid sick
days, and fair tax credits.
_____

Hispanic voters predict red wave, say Democrats use handouts and rhetoric to
appease minorities - Fox
_____

The significance of electing working-class politicians - Vox
"The pandemic has underscored why diversity in Congress — including class —
is so crucial."
__________

Our regressive tax code gets worse - NY Daily News
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"...what’s now on deck, needing only Senate approval , is a permanent three-year
pushback. Instead of starting at age 72, taxable required distributions wouldn’t begin until
age 75.
"It’s the key provision in the Securing a Strong Retirement Act of 2022. Every Democrat in
the House voted for it, the only nays coming from five Republicans. Daniel Hemel, a tax
professor at the NYU School of Law, called it “a deeply cynical deficit-expanding giveaway
to high-income taxpayers…Progressives and deficit hawks alike should say no to this
gimmicky.”
"Tax lawyer Robert Lord spoke to the corruption of the 1974 law that first established
retirement accounts: “What started out as a well-designed program to help ordinary
Americans…has been transformed by the financial industry, the rich people they serve,
and those carrying water for them in Congress. Today, IRAs and retirement
plans…function primarily as vehicles to further enrich America’s wealthiest.”

"Figures compiled by the Tax Policy Center back up Lord’s claim: “[A]lmost 90% of tax
breaks for retirement savings go to the highest-income 20% of U.S. households, a group
that would save anyway.”
"Tax expert Len Burman also weighed in on the new Secure Act, calling it “regressive and
a budget scam. It’s scored as revenue neutral, but it will cost billions in lost revenue outside
the ‘budget window.’ ” "
__________

The IRS just made it easier for families to pass on millions of dollars
to their children and others - Marketwatch
__________

Harvard Lobbies Congress to Cut Endowment Tax - Inside
Higher Ed
_____

Did You Know? College Closures And Mergers Since 2016
"...29 states had university closings and/or consolidations. Massachusetts had the most
universities closing or merging, with five closures and four mergers. North Carolina, on the
other hand, had no closings, but John Wesley College merged with High Point University.
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"The closings and mergers of these institutions were, for the most part, due to financial
reasons and lack of enrollment."
__________

After inflation, workers on minimum wage haven't made this little since the
1950s - CBS

Seven facts about tipped workers and the tipped minimum wage - EPI
"The clearest indicator of the damage caused by this separate wage floor for tipped
workers is the differences in poverty rates for tipped workers depending on their state’s
tipped minimum wage policy. As shown in Figure A, in the states where tipped workers are
paid the federal tipped minimum wage of $2.13 per hour (just slightly less than the
district’s $2.77 at that time), 18.5 percent of waiters, waitresses, and bartenders are in
poverty. Yet in the states where they are paid the regular minimum wage before tips (equal
treatment states), the poverty rate for waitstaff and bartenders is only 11.1 percent.
Importantly, the poverty rates for non-tipped workers are very similar regardless of states’
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tipped minimum wage level. This strongly indicates that the lower tipped minimum wage is
driving these differences in outcomes for tipped workers."
_____

Some of our work on the minimum wage:

"Considerations on Raising the U.S. Minimum Wage To Help Workers and
Families While Minimizing Negative Impacts" - analysis
"Yes, raise the minimum wage, but don't stop there" - op-ed
"A Low Budget ‘Infrastructure’ Deal for the Bottom 50%" - essay
• Target subsidies for families (child tax credits, daycare, college) to people most
in need.
• Raise the minimum wage and index it for inflation. Give states reasonable
flexibility to adjust the minimum. All workers get paid sick days.
• Repair and improve SSI.
• Establish a universal retirement savings system.
• Incentivize states to expand Medicaid. Hold Medicare spending increases to
general inflation or less.
• Improve Social Security benefits for the bottom 50%. Achieve long-term
solvency through higher taxes mostly on the top 20%.
• Improve the unemployment insurance system and job training.
__________

Payday Tracks 2,100 Strike – S.C Dollar General Workers Strike – Hotel
Workers Vote to Strike During Comic-Con
__________
Florida School Districts Continue to Face Teacher Shortages - Tallahassee
Reports
"The findings by the FEA survey are consistent with data released by the
National Education Association in February 2022 that found 55 percent of
responding educators were thinking of leaving the profession earlier than
planned. That number was up from 37 percent from the August 2021 numbers."
_____
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English schools warn of acute teacher shortages without ‘inflation plus’ pay
deal - Guardian
__________

The Slow Erosion of Amazon's Power - BIG
"Amazon is curtailing its private label business in response to regulatory
pressure. But it's also promoting one of its more predatory executives. Two steps
forward, one step back."
__________

The Hidden Fees Making Your Bananas, and Everything Else, Cost More ProPublica
__________
Why Are Food Prices Rising Even More? - Robert Reich/LAP
"Monopolies are slowly killing rural America — and driving up the price you
pay for food."
__________

Rise in repossessions could be troubling sign for used car sales - MSN
Higher cost of gas, cars, and credit is cutting into workers' pay checks.
__________
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Nancy Pelosi’s husband buys millions in computer-chip stocks before big subsidy vote - NY Post

__________

What Republicans Know (and Democrats Don’t) About the
White Working Class - Politico
"The sad truth is that coastal progressive condescension toward workers has
become second nature to many Democrats, so much so that they don’t realize
they’re doing it."
_____

How Democrats Became the Party of the Upper Middle Class - AEI
_____

Social class in the United States - Wiki
__________

Sunday, July 17, 2022
__________

"Look," said Naomi, "your sister-in-law is going back to her people and her
gods. Go back with her."16 But Ruth replied, "Don't urge me to leave you or to
turn back from you. Where you go I will go, and where you stay I will stay. Your
people will be my people and your God my God.17 Where you die I will die, and
there I will be buried. May the LORD deal with me, be it ever so severely, if
anything but death separates you and me." - Ruth 1
__________
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Financial Issues Top the List of Reasons U.S. Adults Live in Multigenerational
Homes - PEW
"Nearly four-in-ten men ages 25 to 29 now live with older relatives"
_____

One roommate is 85, the other is 27. Such arrangements are growing. - WaPost
__________

What's left of Biden's BBB package? - Jeff Stein
@JStein_WaPo
"Worth recapping just how much has fallen out since this all started:
❌Universal prek
❌Childcare
❌Public housing
❌Paid family leave
❌Dental, vision care for seniors
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❌Free community college
❌Child Tax Credit
❌Climate plans
& a lot of other stuff I cant even remember now"
Comment: Time to separate the wheat from the chaff, the most needed from the
least -- and to structure what's left in the most progressive, least inflationary way
feasible.
__________

Hopelessness? - Branko Milanovic/Global Inequality
"...The rule of the rich locally and of the powerful internationally seems so
ideologically entrenched today that no hope of betterment, no hope of national
nor economic equality seems on the horizon. A lot of responsibility for this
disastrous state of affairs lies on the “trivialists”, the intellectual elite who
defined, promoted, and defended this pernicious ideology of inequality. The
hopelessness envelops not only the present where we stand on the precipice of the
extinction of a part of humankind, but the future too. Progressive thought has
been vitiated, remodeled, and extirpated. The medieval darkness, under the
name of “liberty”, is descending."
_____

Russia's need for troop ‘disposal’ behind push to bring Belarus into war,
Ukrainian official warns - Fox
__________

Taxing Capital Gains at Death at A Higher Rate Than During
Life - TPC
_____
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"Getting Inflation Loss out of Capital Gains Taxation Is Fair - and Might Help
Reach a Deal on Dunning the Dead" - CCSE policy paper
__________

Bill Gates says pledge to give away 'virtually all' of his money will erase him
from world's wealthiest list - USA Today
_____

Bad News for Billionaire Jeff Bezos - TheStreet
_____

5 most 'overpaid' healthcare CEOs - Becker's Hospital Review
__________
Money doesn't make you middle class—here's what does, according to an
anthropologist, sociologist, and philosopher - CNBC/MSN
__________

Government Policies are Responsible for the American
Housing Crisis that is Crowding Lower Income Households
Out of the Housing Market - Edward Pinto/AEI
__________

NOWHERE TO LIVE: PROFITS, DISINVESTMENT, AND THE
AMERICAN HOUSING CRISIS - Harvard JCHS
In Arlington, advocates and critics of ‘missing middle’ housing face off WaPost
Five reasons why you shouldn’t buy a house right now- Michelle Singletary
Here are the 5 most ‘overvalued’ housing markets in the US — they could
even see prices plunge 15% to 20% if a recession hits - MSN
__________
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The male college crisis is not just in enrollment, but completion - Brookings
__________

Black community leaders condemn ‘racist’ attacks on Justice Clarence Thomas NY Post
__________

No Path to Justice: Israeli Forces Keep Killing Americans While
U.S. Officials Give Them a Pass - Intercept
__________

Two versions of Biden's trek to Israel and the gas stations in the Middle East:
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Biden embraces a signature Trump achievement on first trip to the Middle
East, aiming to bring Israel and Saudi Arabia closer - CNN
Mostly based on information provided by Administration officials, but there's
also this comment on the optics:
"State Department officials also requested last month that Israel tamp down on any
military operations and settlement activity in the West Bank at least while Biden is in town,
a second senior US official said.
"The White House is particularly keen on avoiding a repeat of Biden’s visit to Israel as vice
president in 2010, when Israel’s Interior Ministry approved a settlement expansion in east
Jerusalem while Biden was in the country trying to build support for new talks with the
Palestinians. Biden condemned the announcement and White House officials were so
furious at the time that they urged Biden to fly home, officials told CNN.
"Asked whether Israel will honor US requests not to engage in settlement announcements
around Biden’s trip, the senior Israeli official would say only that Israel is doing
“everything possible” to make the visit a success."

Another perspective:

Biden arrives in Israel to begin four-day tour courting dictators and war allies
- WSWS
As noted above, it's basically a trip to the gas stations:
Biden Is Right — Gas Prices Are Falling Fast, But Summer Travelers Still Feel
Pinched - Forbes
__________

How To Vacation with Kids while Broke - The Cut
__________

New York City launches PSA on preparing for nuclear attack - UPI News
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Medvedev warns US against punishing Russia over Ukraine - Aljazeera
"Former Russian president says attempts to use courts or tribunals to investigate
Russia’s actions in Ukraine creates threats to ‘existence of humanity’."
__________

70% of Americans think a recession is coming: Here’s what they are doing to
prepare - CNBC
__________

Energy: the Recession Trigger - Michael Robert's Blog
"The frightening thought for the US economy is that if inflation rates stay high
and unemployment stays low, then it may take two recessions to kill inflation and
smash jobs, the ultimate aim of the Fed and the authorities. That’s what
happened between 1980-82 – a double-dip recession."
Note that, despite the war, Russia and Ukraine still function as business partners
piping gas to Europe.
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Source: Goldman Sachs
"GS concludes that there is a 30% probability of entering a recession over the next year,
but a 48% probability of entering a recession by next year – in other words, it’s more or
less likely by 2023, but not yet. For them, 'we do not have a recession in our baseline
forecast, but we continue to expect well below consensus growth and do see heightened
recession risk.'"
_________

Why Salary Increases Do Not Keep Pace With Inflation - Forbes
Atlanta Fed Wage Growth Tracker
_____

How Increasing the Federal Minimum Wage Could Affect Employment and
Family Income - CBO
This tool lets you estimate impacts of a couple proposed changes.
_____

Some of our work on the minimum wage:

Analysis: Ways To Raise the U.S. Minimum Wage To Help Workers, Families,
While Minimizing Negative Impacts
Op-ed: Yes, raise the minimum wage, but don't stop there
__________
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China crushes mass protest by bank depositors demanding
their life savings back - CNN
"Huang, the depositor from Wuhan, lost his job in the medical cosmetology
industry this year, as businesses struggled in the pandemic. Yet he is unable to
withdraw any of his life savings – of over 500,000 yuan ($75,000) – from a rural
bank in Henan.
"'Being unemployed, all I can live on is my past savings. But I can’t even do that
now – how am I supposed to (support my family)?' said Huang, whose son is in
high school.
"Sun, from Shenzhen, is struggling to keep his machine factory from bankruptcy
after losing his deposit of 4 million yuan ($597,000) to a Henan bank. He can’t
even pay his more than 40 employees without the funds."
__________

Romney Child Tax Credit Proposal Is Step Forward But Falls Short, Targets
Low-Income Families to Pay for It - CBPP
__________

Sunday, July 10, 2022
__________

Book Reviews: 'Tightrope' Implores America To Make Changes To Save Itself - NPR

Well-written book offers powerful stories and excellent recap of
inequality/poverty literature.
Chronicling a Community, and a Country, in Economic Crisis - NYT
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__________

A Week of Spending for a Buffalo, N.Y. Surgeon Making $490K — A doctor
keeps his spending fairly frugal but splurges on sushi delivery one night Medpage Today
_____
Occupational Employment and Wages in Buffalo-Cheektowaga-Niagara Falls
- BLS
_____

How Do Low-Income Families Spend Their Money? - Econofact
__________

California Will Make Low-Cost Insulin, Newsom Says
Is CA going it alone? Previous proposals had the state collaborating with
pharmas:
California Rx: State may dive into generic drug market - KHN/Fierce Pharma

Could CA, or other states, develop and manufacture a broad range of generic
products and sell them at cost or a reasonable profit? States could use the
money to help low-income and uninsured patients afford meds.
Could enterprising states sell generics to U.S. state and federal government
programs - or other countries for that matter? How might Big Pharma react to
such a prospect?
__________

3 takes on what to do about inflation:
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With recession looming, the Fed may be doing more harm than good AEI/The Hill
Hiking Interest Rates Protects Financial Assets of the 1% at Workers’
Expense - truthout
Inflation Dos and Don'ts - Project Syndicate
__________

News Blog: June 7 - July 8, 2022 - Click here
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